Company Name:

Parker Carpentry Ltd

Primary Trade:

Carpenter/Joiner

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Glyn Parker

Full Address:

1 Nene Close Barton Seagrave Kettering Northamptonshire

Postcode:

NN15 6TA

Contact Telephone:

Contact Email:

info@parkercarpentry.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.parkercarpentry.co.uk

Company Number:

09144966

Contact Mobile:

01536 671923

07732 677275

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Bedrooms - fitted
Carpenter/Joiner
Fencing
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Kitchens - Design/Installation
Windows/Glass/Double Glazing
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

23

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
01-Jun-2018

I was in an extremely vulnerable position having been
so badly let down by my original contractor . It was
such a relief to know that not only could the situation
be remedied but with so little upheaval to my family
after living in such a mess for nine months. Mr Parker
was extremely helpful throughout the whole process,
explained everything in plain terms and made sure I
was happy with every step of the installation. He was a
pleasure to deal with and I couldn't be more thrilled
with my new kitchen. I can highly recommend Parker
Carpentry for anyone thinking of having a new kitchen
fitted.

06-Nov-2017

Remove three internal glazed doors. Supply and fit
three new internal doors supplied by Howdens Joinery

29-Aug-2017

Brilliant service, attention to detail when fitting, very
happy with the new worktop.

29-Aug-2017

I have finally found a company I can rely on. Work was
done to a high standard. They were friendly and tidied
up after themselves.

07-Mar-2017

Parker carpentry worked cleanly, efficiently and were
very considerate and respectful to our home and
family. The quality of finish and standard of work was
of the very highest quality we were so impressed and
will definitely use them again.

02-Mar-2017

I had Glyn out to do carpentry works in my bathroom
which I am renovating. Getting straight to the point,
Glyn is a true perfectionist from start to finish! He is an
open and honest tradesman who gives clearly written
quotes at fair prices. He is reliable and on time when
he agrees to do works. Best of all he has a high
standard of workmanship which has helped drastically
upgraded the overall appearance of my run down
bathroom. Glyn demonstrated great knowledge and
experience in his profession and had well thought out
ideas and suggestions to help me get the best out of
my budget and home! On top of all the above, Glyn
and his co-worker are very well mannered and friendly
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people who I have had no qualms in trusting my house
keys with. I wholeheartedly recommend Parker
Carpentry Ltd to anyone who requires a skilled
carpenter - Glyn rates as one of the best [if not the
best!] tradesman I have ever had do work for me. I
definately will be calling upon his services again and
again!!!!!!!!!
08-Feb-2017

New kitchen installation

03-Jan-2017

A really excellent job, carried with expertise. Really
good worker, a pleasure to have them in my house.

15-Nov-2016
03-May-2016

Very professional and a high standard of work.

11-Jan-2016

We were very satisfied with the work completed,
particularly the attention to detail. Considering we
were having all the internal doors replaced, the
disruption was kept to a minimum with Glyn taking
care to protect carpets and cleaning up regularly.

23-Sep-2015

Our new gates that Glyn installed look brilliant. He is
very pleasant and polite and couldn't be more helpful.
He kept working even though it was raining and has
done a very good job. All that others have said in their
feedback is quite correct. His young assistant Connor is
also pleasant and polite. It was a pleasure to be able to
employ Glyn and would do so again when required in
the future.

13-Jan-2015

Glyn is very reliable, trustworthy, professional and a
very good tradesman, would recommend to family and
friends.

12-Jan-2015

Very nice chap - nothing too much trouble.

12-Jan-2015

If you want a job doing well and exactly to your liking,
look no further than Parker Carpentry. And if you have
an unusual and difficult job, then Glynn Parker is most
certainly the man to do it.

12-Jan-2015
12-Jan-2015
12-Jan-2015

The workmanship was absolutely first class. Mr Parker
was very polite and well mannered.

12-Jan-2015

Good workmanship, sound advice and goes the extra
mile to do a good job

09-Jan-2015

Good workmanship, sound advice and goes the extra
mile to do a good job.

15-Dec-2014

Turned up on time - very polite hoovered and tidied at
the end of every day made excellent job of our sliding
wardrobes - will be using again.

26-Nov-2014

Very pleased with the high quality of work carried out.
Very professional and good value for money.

24-Oct-2014

Very high standard of work. Clean worker and reliable.
A pleasure to do business with.
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